ABSTRACT: Water supply network (WSN) is inherently vulnerable to accidental pollution. Real-time monitoring is a promising technology for forecasting unexpected event so that manager department can smoothly search fault point. In real program, water department, considering senor costs, cannot deploy enough sensors in every node. In this paper, we try to find out how to select number of sensors so that minimum number of sensors can monitor maximum information to immediately search fault point. Establishing pressure difference method is to select monitoring node location. In another aspect, hierarchical clustering of similarity pressure difference matrix will be carried out in order to get separate groups. Combining above two methods is to optimize the number of sensors and sensor location. This text can conduct how to deploy number of sensors in the future work.
INTRODUCTION
Early warning system (EWS) is a promising technology for forecasting accidental event, and therefore plenty of water departments have established early warning system (Berry et al. 2006; Ostfeld & Salomons, 2004) . Monitoring system of drinking water has historically been focused on the plant, because the distribution system presents many security challenges (Ostfeld, Uber et al. 2008 ). In the process of monitoring, optimal number of sensors in water supply network is essential so that water department can save instrument fees (Nicolini & Zovatto, 2009 ). Although it is safe for all networks if every point is installed into one pressure sensor, it is still unreasonable from the economical aspect. The deployment of robust EWS to monitor drinking water in the distribution system remains a future goal (Perelman & Ostfeld, 2011; Krause et al. 2008) .
While drinking water utilities need to move toward a more extensive monitoring structure, selecting sensor placement in the distribution system is challenging (Chang et al. 2011 ). Sensors are expensive, making it necessary to choose the fewest sensor locations and still protect the system (McKenna et al. 2006 ). Finally, specification of different optimization criteria may significantly affect placement decisions (Hart & Murray, 2010) .
Classifying techniques can perform data modeling which can be used in a supervised or unsupervised pattern (Chang et al. 2012 ). In terms of data analysis, dividing data into a series of subspaces that are responsible for the main effects is equivalent to performing feature selection. Feature selection can be used to deal with data relation including correlated and irrelevant variables. It is a main task of exploratory data mining and a common technique for statistical data analysis used in many fields, including machine learning, pattern recognition, image analysis, information retrieval, and bioinformatics.
In recent years, the rapid development of nonlinear method has aroused interest in high dimensional problem including nonlinear calibration and classification (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003) . Constructing distance matrix can easily solve nonlinear and high dimensional problem, and plays a crucial role in pre-processing (Shastri & Diwekar, 2006) . It is easy to explain complex phenomenon by cluster analysis with no prior experience (Marini & Walczak, 2011) .
Information from feature selection can be used to establish the relation of every pressure node. According to these analyses, clustering analysis can be used to find out relevant subspaces in the data sets (Zerzucha et al. 2012a,c). It not only discovers the directions corresponding to the main effects one can be interested in explaining and accounting for, but also identifies other subspaces that carry new or hidden information. Local models are constructed by dividing the data space into a number of mutually exclusive regions, and subsets of data are modeled individually. As is illustrated, simple models potentially offer the advantage of an easier interpretation compared to a model built for a complete data set.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the following tasks: (1) Carrying out cluster analysis in water supply network with 92 nodes; (2) Establishing pressure difference method to sort pressure difference change about every node; (3) Combining the two methods above to optimize sensor location and number of sensors.
BASIC THEORY OF EXPERIMENT

Cluster analysis
The main purpose of cluster methods is to divide these objects into several groups. When priori knowledge cannot be adopted in the analyzing process, hierarchical clustering methods can be well used to separate data set. Distance matrix D can be directly tested. Every objects is merged together progressively according to distance matrix. The result of hierarchical cluster produces a dendrogram. Given the distance matrix, D (p×p), the basic steps of hierarchical clustering are as follows:
(1) Select definition method of object distance and definition method of every cluster. (2) Calculate every two objects distance in n objects, and get distance matrix D=(dij). (7) Output cluster result. According to the described relationship in data object, cluster analysis can divide data object into several groups. In the same group, the relationship is similar; however, in different groups, the relationship is uncorrelated. In p objects, every object has n elements which constitute an original data matrix X.
Every column represents one object and every row represents an index, Xij represents the j th object observed on i th index, the basic principle of cluster analysis is to define the distance between two samples, depending on the size of the similarity between two samples gradually to classify.
Definition of similarity matrix
The feature of similarity matrix is a symmetric and square matrix with these elements which are computed between every two vectors. There are plenty of distance measures selected according to real problem. In the classical literature, a series of similarity measure have been described including Euclidean distance, Weight Euclidean, Squared Euclidean, Manhattan and so on. However, in real program, Euclidean distance is widely used. The choice of a similarity measure will have an impact on the matrix information content. In this aspect, the similarity matrix characterizes each object precisely with respect to its consecutive neighbors, and thus the data structure can be explored locally (Zerzucha et al. 2012b) .
In this research, selecting Euclidean distance as the similarity measure is to describe the data homogeneities. The distance matrix D that was calculated by original matrix X (n×p) including p objects placed in column and n elements placed in row, Distance was calculated according to the following equation:
where, 1 T is a row vector with m elements equal to one and 'diag' is the operator that extracts only diagonal elements from a matrix represented as a column vector. Calculate distance matrix includes square Euclidean distances which is symmetric distance matrix D(p×p).
Cover rate vs number of sensors
In order to easily calculate in cluster analysis below, adopt matrix to store base pipeline data and simulation data is necessary. Every column represents different point and every row represents different elements. Pressure value matrix represents original data, and pressure new value matrix is a new simulation matrix. Finally difference pressure matrix (pressure difference) is used to analyze.
In pressure difference matrix, j th column is to increase by 30% in original node demand. In all columns, it is easy to sort the ΔP according to ascending. All the pressure difference ΔP will be normalized to draw pressure curve VS number of sensors. We can get clear description of soring number of sensors VS Cover rate about pressure difference. In real program, we can search how many sensors should be installed in water supply network in order to cover all nodes.
DESCRIPTION OF BASIC INFORMATION
This example in the experiment is from EPANET2.0. This water supply network includes 92 nodes, 117 pipes. This experimental network includes three tanks and two pumps. Supply water resources are one lake and one river. The whole network map is shown in Figure 1 . At the same time, before testing pressure in all water supply networks, three points demand (in Figure 1) which increase by 30%. The purpose is to draw pressure difference VS number of sensors so that number of sensors can be calculated. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Cluster analysis
Based on cluster analysis method, adopt Matlab Tool is to test example 3 in EPANET. In this test, we can get clustering spectrum in Figure 2 . In this spectrum, searching number of clusters is very easy. So it is convenient to fast draw pressure difference curve. However, in Figure 2 , only 30 nodes spectrum can be seen since 92 nodes spectrum cannot be clearly shown in this map. In Figure 3 , cluster drawing of pressure difference can be depicted. When the number of cluster groups is 5, three categories only have one node, and one category have four nodes and three nodes temporarily as noise point. The largest category has 85 nodes. When number of cluster analysis is 10, one bigger category has 71 points. Based on the analysis above, the balance performance of 5 and 10 is not good. With number of cluster group increasing to 15, balance performance of cluster groups starts to spread with 35 points in the largest category. Further, when the number of cluster groups is 20, the number of the largest category points only has 23, however the number of sensors increases with investing more money. So in the following section, 20 categories are adopted to carry out analysis. 
Pressure influence area
In this part of test, set three points (I II III) which increase by 30% demand. Original demand value are I(231.1L/s), II(117.1L/s) and III(45.6L/s). Point I is the largest demand in all water supply network, and second point is in the middle demand in all network, finally point III is in lower demand. Using these three points is to compare influence area. Testing result can be used to conduct the layout of monitor points. When point I increases by 30%, total pressure in all network increase to 5.3451. When point II and III increase by 30%, the total pressures increase to 2.5550 and 0.7450 respectively. I point demand is 231.4L/s which is the largest demand in total 92 nodes. When node demand increases by 30%, demand of Point I increases 69.42 L/s. As is shown in Figure 4 , 20 sensors can detect half pressure change in all water supply networks. This means, only 21% number of sensors can monitor half pressure change and save nearly 80% number of sensors. When the number of sensors reaches 40, detecting pressure difference can reach to 68%. II and III point demand is 117.1 L/s which is the middle and lowest demand in total 92 nodes. When node demand increases by 30%, increasing demand is 35.13 l/s and 13.68 l/s. When 10 sensors monitor 24.45% and 10% total pressure difference separately, compare to Point I, decreasing by 11% and 25%. This result shows that low demand cannot affect large area when its demand suddenly increases, so less number of sensors cannot monitor all pressure change. When number of sensor reaches 40, cover rate only reaches to 60.18% and 52.62% in point II and point III.
Optimal number of sensors
It is important to get a series of separate sets including 5, 10, 15 and 20. In this experiment, 20 groups are selected. Combining pressure difference curve and cluster analysis will get most optimal number of sensors. Table 2 only displays top 10 monitoring pressure difference sensors, because monitor sensors below 50% have little effect. Among 20 groups in Figure 5 , the order of monitor node will be acquired according to pressure difference, monitor node with larger pressure difference will be put a sensor. In the same group, all monitor nodes will obey the same pattern.
Node 109 shown in Table 1 , which can monitor 7.19% pressure difference in all networks pressure change, and top 10 sensors can monitor 35.18% pressure change. However, in point II and III artificial point, there is little effect about all water supply networks. In I artificial point, when the number of sensors increases to 40, the total monitor pressure difference changes to 67.58%. In point II and III, top 40 sensors can monitor 60.18% and 52.62% respectively. Detection area gradually narrows. In order to get safe monitoring area, adopting point I can layout monitoring node location. The rule of selecting sensor location: Entrance and exit in a group and order of pressure difference of monitor node. According to two rules above, sensor location will be optimized and result is shown in Table  3 
CONCLUSION
A novel methodology is for successfully determining sensor location and number of sensors in water supply network. Optimal number of sensors is solved by combining pressure difference methods and cluster analysis. Unlike previous research method, in previous paper object function is minimum cost for optimal number of sensors, however, in real market the cost of sensor varies. However, in this paper establishing function is to optimize sensor location and number of sensors.
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
(1) Explicit definition and describing optimal theory for optimal sensor location, from definition of distance matrix to selecting cluster method. Adopt hierarchical clustering to get dendrogram constructed based on Euclidean distance. In this dendrogram, it is easy to acquire number of clusters.
(2) Establishing pressure difference method is to sort select monitoring node location; the principle of pressure difference is to put into use. The test result draws a series of cover rate about pressure difference.
(3) Adopting clustering method is to separate different groups from all test pipe data, merging similarity sequence point to decrease number of sensors. By selecting cover rate this method can optimize number of sensors and deploy sensor location.
